
A huge boost for ACE Market-listed companies

KUALA LUMPUR, 28 JULY 2023 - SEDANIA Innovator Berhad (“SEDANIA” or the “Group”)
applauds the Prime Minister Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim’s efforts to boost the country’s capital
markets under the "Madani Economy: Empowering the People" framework.

Under the framework, one of the initiatives announced by Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim included
allowing automatic transfer for companies listed on the ACE Market to the Main Market of Bursa
Malaysia, subject to meeting certain criteria.

SEDANIA Founder and Managing Director Datuk Azrin Mohd Noor said, “We are excited with
this new measure, which will be a catalyst to the local equity market as more quality ACE
Market listed counters can now join the ‘big boys’ on the Main Market.

“For SEDANIA, it is our target to transfer to the Main Market within the next 2 years, as this
would help elevate our status and be able to attract institutional investors, which are mostly
limited to investing in Main Board companies.

“SEDANIA, as an Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) enabler, has been an
interesting investment prospect for institutional investors looking to broaden their investment
portfolio to include ESG counters.”

Since its listing in 2015 on the ACE Market, SEDANIA has invested in innovative ESG-centric
businesses which lead to the reduction of carbon emissions and foster a more inclusive,
sustainable living for communities.

Recently, SEDANIA’s Sustainable Energy unit was recognised as the best Energy Efficiency
company under The ESG Positive Impact Awards.

To date, SEDANIA’s ongoing efforts of managing about 72 Gigawatt-Hours of energy by
retrofitting over 400 buildings resulted in electricity savings of 107 Gigawatt-Hours.

Apart from this, SEDANIA’s Sustainable Healthcare subsidiary Offspring Inc. Sdn Bhd plays a
vital role in reducing carbon emissions via its over 170 premium and certified sustainable
healthcare products, available in more than 25 countries.

SEDANIA’s Fintech business has also been continuously playing a bigger role in elevating the
sustainability of Malaysia’s financial ecosystem and improving financial inclusion. Its latest
venture into the Islamic inheritance and estate planning space via a first-ever digital hibah
platform has tremendous potential to mitigate the pain point of unclaimed assets worth some
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RM70 billion belonging to Muslims in Malaysia. Digital hibah can foster greater awareness and
education among Muslim families about wealth planning, thereby improving lives sustainably.

Azrin added that SEDANIA stands to benefit from the participation of institutional investors,
which place importance on ESG investments by incorporating ESG mandates into their funds.

In addition, the company will be able to grow its ESG aspirations further and play a part in
making Malaysia an attractive investment destination.

– End –

About SEDANIA Innovator Berhad

SEDANIA Innovator Berhad is an investment holding company with a focus on sustainability-enabling
businesses. Since its listing in 2015 on the ACE Market of Bursa Malaysia, SEDANIA has invested in
innovative ESG-centric businesses which lead to the reduction of carbon emissions and foster a more
inclusive, sustainable living for communities.

SEDANIA enables sustainability for organisations by investing in and deploying energy efficiency
solutions and renewable energy systems. SEDANIA’s green energy solutions have saved over 76
gigawatt-hours and RM[30] million in its clients’ energy cost.

For consumers, SEDANIA offers premium organic baby products which reduce carbon emissions through
a selection of eco-friendly ingredients and biodegradable material. Over 170 premium and sustainable
products are sold under the Offspring brand online and through retail stores in over 25 countries
worldwide.

Through its subsidiary SEDANIA As Salam Capital Sdn Bhd, SEDANIA also plays a role in accelerating
digital banking adoption having powered close to 95 financial institutions with various Fintech solutions
including its patented API-based Digital Commodities Platform. Additionally, it empowers financial
inclusion among communities through its GoHalal Financing Programme and full-fledged digital hibah
platform for Islamic inheritance planning.

We are Innovators. We improve lives sustainably. Log onto www.sedaniainnovator.com to find out
more about our Sustainable innovations.

For further enquiries, please contact:

Doreenn Leong
Tel: 03-7880 2001 / +6012 2121620
Email: media@sedaniainnovator.com
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